
        

  BEST PRACCTICES FOR BEST PRACTICES 

 

 

 

 

From time to time, families inquire about augmenting their practice participation with some private 

instruction, so we thought it would be helpful to put our thoughts on private lessons out there. 

  

First of all, it’s very difficult to develop a team-wide policy regarding private lessons, especially because our 

swimmers are so varied when it comes to age, practice groups, ability, etc.  So, we’ll try to address lessons in a 

general sense but if you have specific questions you can always ask your swimmer’s coach or one of our lead 

coaches.  (Also note that we’re referring to stroke or technique lessons; separate from work an injured 

swimmer may do with a physical therapist, etc.)  

  

Second, please notice that the first sentence included the expression ‘augmenting their practice participation’.  

This is key to our philosophy regarding lessons: lessons can be helpful and useful as an addition to what is 

being done in practice but should never be used as a substitute for regular practice attendance.  We feel that 

skills are best learned and mastered when they are taught in a consistent manner over a period of months, 

weeks, or years.  Our coaches have the experience and knowledge to teach strokes and skills, and are 

consistently there to work with your swimmer on developing their ability.  

  

Third, it’s our belief that while many private lessons can be helpful, people often seek them out because 

they’ve heard of other swimmers doing them and want to avoid ‘falling behind’.  At BAC, our swimmers pay 

fees to be a part of our club and one of our larger expenses from these fees is for payroll to provide our 

swimmers with the best coaching around.  It should be your expectation – and ours – that your swimmer 

receives the best possible instruction within our practice groups.  If there is a particular skill your swimmer is 

struggling with or an area in which they don’t seem to be improving, our coaches would love to take on that 

challenge.  You shouldn’t have to go somewhere else for that instruction.  

  

Many younger (or older) swimmers certainly might benefit from more individualized instruction.  This is part 

of the reason that you’ll see many BAC practices where swimmers are split into smaller groups, or where a 

coach may pull aside a specific child (or group of children) to work on a specific skill.  For our older swimmers, 

focus on private lessons can actually have the reverse of the intended effect.  Swimmers can develop the 

attitude of ‘lessons are when I work on my stroke’ and ‘practice is when I work hard’.  This is a terrible 

approach to technique improvement, and often leads to a swimmer that doesn’t improve and a family that 

has ‘wasted’ a lot of money on lessons.  Stroke improvement comes from repeated proper action under expert 

guidance.   

 

Finally, we’ve often had coaches come across situations where swimmers have been receiving instruction in 

private lessons or from swim camps that is counter to what that coach thinks is best.  It may be a skill or drill 

that isn’t appropriate for their age or ability level, a technique that might be outdated or simply not as good, 

or even something the coach feels is just plain incorrect.  This unfortunately puts the coach – and the 

swimmer – in an awkward situation where they don’t want to contradict the private instruction, but also feel 

obligated to develop the swimmer in the best way possible.  
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